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IHL picks its chancellor
EDITORIAL

Search process cut short;
insider Glenn Boyce selected

Bullshit.
If there were any questions as to whether the Institutions of Higher Learning
Board of Trustees cared what
the university community
thought of its next chancellor, now we know.
Students, faculty and staff
know and love this university
more than the IHL board
members. We deserve a say.
Choosing Tony the Landshark as a mascot was a more
legitimate process than the
IHL’s chancellor search; at

least students had a say in
choosing him. The IHL has
no interest in student opinions, and now we know it
with certainty.
Today’s news that Glenn
Boyce will be the next chancellor is a thinly veiled
attempt to exclude students,
staff and faculty from a
pivotal decision, but under
further review, is exactly
what it looks like: a sham.
The board supposedly represents democratic

SEE BULLSHIT PAGE 12

GRIFFIN NEAL

thedmnews@gmail.com

Glenn Boyce

PROTESTS TODAY

Students and faculty
disapprove of IHL decision

Glenn Boyce, the former
commissioner of the Institutions of Higher Learning and
former president of Holmes
Community College, has been
selected as the 18th chancellor
at the University of Mississippi.
This decision comes before
several steps of the selection
were complete, including the
candidate visiting the Oxford
campus and the University of

SEE PAGE 3

Mississippi Medical Center.
Boyce was an early consultant in the search for chancellor and did not submit a formal
application to be reviewed by
the campus.
This comes weeks before
the IHL Board of Trustees was
slated to announce their selection. On Sept. 5, Ford Dye, IHL
board member and chair of the
search committee, said, “The
hope is to have our preferred
candidate in late October to
go to the medical center and to

SEE CHANCELLOR PAGE 3

Coming Home
Meet the king and queen and Mr. and Miss Ole Miss

BILLY SCHUERMAN / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Homecoming week is coming to an end as Saturday’s game approaches. After a week of riding mechanical sharks, ziplining in the Grove
and Everybody’s Formal, the Homecoming Court will formally be introduced as they walk onto the football field at halftime. Cecilia Trotter
and Stefano Subauste will be crowned as Miss and Mr. Ole Miss respectively, while Ciara Knapp will be crowned Homecoming Queen
and Carl Tart is to be crowned Ole Miss’ first-ever Homecoming King. Check out thedmonline.com for more coverage.
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continued from page 1
come to (the Oxford campus) to
visit with the Ole Miss family.”
Former Chancellor Jeffrey
Vitter visited both campuses
before he was hired in 2015.
At a listening session on Sept.
5, Campbell McCool, an Oxford
businessman, said that “there is
a very disturbing rumor floating
around in the business community that this group is going to
review all the applicants and
nobody’s quite going to come up
to par and that the job is going
to be offered to a former consultant to this board who was not an
applicant. I’m not here to disparage any particular person, but I’m
asking that this please be a fair
and legitimate process.”
Boyce resigned as commissioner of the IHL in June of 2018.
At the time of his resignation,
Boyce said that he was stepping
down to spend more time with his

family.
“It has been a blessing to
spend my life as an educator,
and looking back on it, I would
not have traded my chosen field
for any other,” Boyce wrote. “The
experience of working with and
beside wonderful people to help
students fulfill their dreams
through education has given me
an extremely rewarding career.
After 37 years, it is finally time to
pursue the dreams my wife and I
put on hold while building careers
and raising a family.”
Boyce was commissioner of
the IHL when Vitter was selected
as chancellor. Before the search
process began, Boyce told the
Clarion-Ledger, “I can tell you it
will be an open and transparent
process.”
Boyce also spoke in support
of the IHL process of board-appointed university presidents.
After being named commissioner, he said, “When you have
a system that’s as diverse as ours,
the (central) governing board is
the way to go.”

Frye Reeves, PLLC, is a full-service litigation practice

which represents clients in both criminal and civil matters
throughout Mississippi. We utilize a comprehensive team
approach to deliver first-class, professional and cost-efficient
representation for every client.

Kevin W. Frye

Defense of Persons charged with:

Brooke Reeves
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President (2018-19) & Board
of Directors, Lafayette County
Bar Association

Board of Directors, OxfordLafayette County Economic
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Forum, 2019
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Let Our Legal Team Work For You

D.U.I. - 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th Offense, Public Drunk, M.I.P.,
Fake I.D., Simple Assault
Possession of Paraphernalia and/or Drugs
Possession with Intent, Sale of Drugs, Aggravated Assault
and All Other Midsdemeanor and Felony Charges

662.281.0438

Graduate of Leadership
Lafayette

If you have been charged with a criminal offense call our office to schedule a free
consultation regarding the criminal charges which have been brought against you.
Weekend and after-hours appointments available for legal emergencies.

1100 Tyler Avenue, Suite 101
Oxford, Mississippi
662.259.0050 | www.fryereeves.com

garrettfridayandgarner.com
1205 Office Park Drive B, Oxford, MS
M-TH 8am-5pm, F 8am-4pm
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t
Glenn Boyce responds to a
#
lawmaker’s question during a
hearing before the Legislature’s
working education group in 2016.
Boyce, who is originally from
New York, began his career in
education as a history teacher
and coach. He has also served as
a high school principal and assistant superintendent. He holds
a degree in education from the
university, a master’s degree in
education administration from
Mississippi College and a doctorate in education leadership from
the University of Mississippi.
In response to Boyce’s
appointment, Garrett Felber, an
associate professor of history,
advertised a protest tomorrow.
He wrote, “Action tomorrow at
the Inn at Ole Miss at 12pm,”
and “We’ll be making signs in the
grove outside the auditorium at
11am. Join us!”
Associated Student Body
President Barron Mayfield gave
a statement to The Daily Mississippian concerning Boyce’s hire.
“I am hopeful that Dr. Boyce
will be the leader this campus
has been searching for, and I
look forward to working with
him. However, I am very disappointed in the lack of transparency, the lack of communication,
and most importantly, the lack of
student input in the process.”

34166

CONGRATULATIONS TO VANDERBILT TICKET WINNERS
Aundrilyn Evans and Reed Jones

Win Ole Miss Football Tickets
Two people can win a pair of tickets to see the
Rebels take on Texas A&M Oct. 19th.
Go to The Retreat
to enter for your chance to win.

Winner will be
announced on
Rebel Radio
Thursday,
Oct. 17

2405 Anderson Road
662.550.2003
One entry per person. Employees of the Student Media Center and their immediate families are not eligible for contest. Winner’s photo will be used in promotional materials.
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LOOKING FOR A NEW HOME?
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@FauxMattLuke
Hey @MSPublicUniv good job. You’ve
almost finished the mission. Just
another couple mindboggling hires
and Ole Miss will be dead

@KyleSnyder_
I love Ole Miss so much, but the
university and the state of Mississippi
continue to make me sad by their
decision making process

@willeast1

All the time and resources in the
world yet the decision on the new Ole
Miss chancellor still gets screwed up.
It’s as if they let SEC referees make
the decision.
#WOAM

@tnicchall
this is the MOST ole miss thing i have
ever seen. Wow.

@tomfowlkes1
I hope that Glen Boyce does well
for this university, but if you are the
IHL how do you look at this decision
and say it is a good idea. This is a
frustrating result from a frustrating
process. I hate to be negative about
Ole Miss, but why does this decision
seem so predictable

@rebfan123
This isn’t ole miss. It exposes a larger
problem in the IHL

OLE MISS COMMUNITY REACTS
Students and faculty to protest Boyce;
petition calls for his firing
GRIFFIN NEAL

thedmnews@gmail.com

In response to the news of Glenn Boyce
being chosen as the next chancellor of the
University of Mississippi, students and
faculty have planned protests outside of
The Inn at Ole Miss at noon tomorrow.
The Inn is the reported location of Boyce’s
announcement today.
Camille Calisch, president of UM
Solidarity — a progressive student
organization — told The Daily
Mississippian that they, alongside faculty
and Students Against Social Injustice
(SASI) are planning the protest. Before
the protest, they’ll meet in the Grove at 11
a.m. to make signs and organize.
Calisch said that the entire chancellor
search process was corrupt and
undemocratic. “To have them expedite
this, and have no student input, no faculty
input, no worker input, everything that
they did was performative,” Calisch said.
She added they the groups are protesting
both the process of Boyce’s selection and
Boyce himself.
“It is an anti-IHL protest. They have

total control to replace Boyce,” Calisch
said.
Garrett Felber, an associate professor
of history at the university, advertised
the protest on Twitter. When asked if
the protests were about Boyce or the
IHL, Felber said that “it’s impossible to
separate a corrupt process from a corrupt
outcome.”
James Thomas, professor of sociology
at the university and faculty adviser to
UM Solidarity, tweeted: “I hope the UM
faculty Senate seriously considers a
vote of no confidence in the IHL. Their
complete disregard for their own process
merits condemnation.”
A website, fireglennboyce.com,
circulated around both Twitter and
Facebook Thursday night. The website
hosts a change.org petition calling
for the university to remove Boyce as
chancellor. The petition states: “Dr.
Boyce may be a fine man, but the process
of searching for, and ultimately selecting,
the new Chancellor of the University of
Mississippi was drenched in cronyism
during a time in which transparency was
required.” At the time of publishing, over
400 people have signed the petition.

@JMakeSES
I know nothing about Glenn Boyce,
but this is a bad, bad look for the IHL
when there were numerous qualified
applicants, and Ole Miss supporters
were afraid this very thing would
happen.

@henrywillyums
this is the same guy that Ole Miss
privately hired to consult them on
who should be the next Chancellor.
there’s literally an Office episode
where Dwight does this same thing
lmao what a joke

@olemissparent
It was a scam from the start

@38Godfrey
Literally nobody at Ole Miss is
happy about this. Even both sides
of the political aisle are together in
opposing this.

@BradLoganCOTE
Ole Miss fans were told the
university held a “national search”
for a head football coach.
It hired a coach on staff.
Ole Miss fans were told the IHL held
a “national search” for a Chancellor.
It hired no one it interviewed. It
hired the person conducting the
search.

@archiebreland
There is absolutely nothing on earth
like the searches Ole Miss puts
together. Absolutely ludicrous.

On behalf of the Theta Psi chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated

Congratulations
KIMSEY O’NEAL BAILEY

The Theta Psi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated would like to
congratulate our very own, Fall ’87 initiate, Kimsey O’Neal Bailey. She will be inducted
into the 2019 Ole Miss Alumni Hall of Fame. She was previously inducted in 2003 into
the Ole Miss M-Club Alumni Chapter Hall of Fame. During her time as an undergraduate,
Kimsey was the very first African American Miss Ole Miss in 1990 and was a member
of the Lady Rebels Women’s Basketball Team. She has been a practicing pharmacist
for over 25 years, all while giving back to this University and our Chapter.
We are extremely proud of you, Kimsey!
34188
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FOOTBALL

College football pick ‘em: Week Six

JOSHUA CLAYTON
GRIFFIN NEAL

thedmsports@gmail.com
IMAGES COURTESY: WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

How many times did Griffin
remind the office he went 5-0 last
week? Estimate how many hours
we work, triple that and you have
a solid over-under. It’s like that
uncle that claims to have tackled
Marcus Dupree one time in high
school football. Even if it’s true,
who really cares? Anyway, we’re
back for a solid slate of games
in the top 25 in week six. It’s a
super special deluxe edition for
homecoming, so we’ve brought
back our illustrious Copy Chief
Erin Killion to tell you what you
need to know. Let’s get it.

No. 7 Auburn (-3.0) at No. 10
Florida O/U 48.5
Joshua: Oh, this is going to
be a good game. Auburn is the
better team but the Swamp is
the Swamp for a reason. Bo Nix
is a baller but we’ll see how he
reacts to hiccups against a nice
defense in their comfort zone.
Kyle Trask has been great for the
Gators since Franks went down,
but Derrick Brown was in the
early Heisman conversation as
a defensive linemen. Give me
Auburn.
Griffin: This is the Dan
Mullen Icarus game; Auburn is
the sun, and Florida has flown a
little too close to it. The Gators

have somehow convinced
America that beating five very
bad football teams makes them
worthy of a top-10 ranking, but
that ends in the Swamp on Saturday. Auburn wins by two scores
and for the second straight week,
Bo Nix and the Tigers are my lock
of the week.
Erin: We love a good orange
and blue matchup. With both
teams in the top 10 this week,
it’s anybody’s guess. The Tigers
have not let me down yet, so War
Damn again.

Vanderbilt at Ole Miss (-7.0)
O/U 63.5
Joshua: I think Ole Miss

Commodores. Matt Corral starts
but John Rhys Plumlee is the
star in this one, coming in to save
the Rebels from a third quarter
deficit. I’ll give a score prediction
here: Vandy 12, Ole Miss 17.
Griffin: Ole Miss has soundly
won its last seven homecoming
matchups, beating opponents
by an average of 33.5 points
per contest — and that means
something. I’m not sure what, but
it definitely means something,
perhaps... more? Irrespective of
who’s taking snaps this weekend,
the Rebels are more talented at
nearly every position (something
I’ll probably never write again)
and won’t disappoint what is
likely to be a full house Saturday
night. Rebs -7. To the bars!
Erin: I toured Vandy my
junior year of high school, and
the majority of the tour guide’s
talking points revolved around
Harry Potter. Here I am at Ole

Peggy’s Alterations

Ole Miss
students,
alumni, faculty,
and staff
get 10% off
every day!

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 20 YEARS

x x x

Get Winter Formal Ready
All Types of Alterations for Men & Women

Fastest Alterations in Town! 1114 N Lamar Blvd | 662.236.2634

West Jackson Wine & Spirits
2570 West Jackson Ave • 662.236.3400

simply has more talent than the

MORE WORKOUT, LESS TIME

Miss. Since we won’t be squaring

WITH

G) HEAT @ INFRARED ENERGY @ EXERCISE
HOT YOGA, HOT PILATES, HOT CYCLE 6 MOREi
916 E JACKSON AVE, OXFORD, MS 38655

34162

(662) 638-3580

off in a nice game of Quidditch
this weekend, Rebs have this
one all the way. Brooms won’t be
included, until we sweep.

No. 14 Iowa at No. 19
Michigan (-3.5) O/U 47.5
Joshua: He who shall not be
named and the Wolverines are so
much better at home. Harbaugh’s
squad is 14-2 at home since 2017,
but I can’t pick against my boys.
Iowa keeps it close but falls.
Griffin: *Earl Sweatshirt
voice* Don’t care. I would rather
watch Tuesday night MACtion
than this game. Sh*a Patt*rson
looked competent last week, but
this Hawkeye defense is stout,
and it’s tough to trust a guy who
was swayed to transfer by a Levis
khaki-wearing coach over a plate
of substandard pancakes. I foresee
a scenario where this game comes
down to a last second field goal
and higan wins outright, but the
half point is key here. Hawkeyes
+3.5.
Erin: TSSSSSSSSSS. I’ve said
too much already.
For the full article, see
thedmonline.com.

GET
GROVE
READY!
ONE FREE
WORKOUT
PRESENT THIS COUPON FOR

A $20 VALUE

�valid for first time guests only with student id.
Must be redeemed during staffed hours.
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Three things to watch during the
homecoming game vs. Vanderbilt
JOSHUA CLAYTON

thedmsports@gmail.com

Homecoming week is coming
to a close and while all the
homecoming floats, ziplines and
ball pits are being broken down,
Grove tents are going up as there’s
still a game of football to be played.
The SEC rival Vanderbilt
Commodores will come into
Oxford for the Rebels’ biggest
game of the season thus far. It
might seem hyperbolic to suggest
this is the most important game for
Ole Miss just halfway through the
season, but there’s no doubt a loss
to one of the few opponents they’ll
be favored over puts Matt Luke and
his squad in a tight spot moving
forward in the 2019 season.
“This is a huge game for us.
I have a lot of respect for Coach
(Derek) Mason and Vanderbilt,”
Luke said. “They run around,
play really well on defense. I’ve
been impressed watching them
on tape. This is a huge game for
us, and we’re looking forward to a
great atmosphere on Saturday in
Vaught-Hemingway.”
Let’s acknowledge the elephant
in the room. Since Matt Corral
went down with bruised ribs in
the California loss, fans have
been flip-flopping back in forth
with opinions on who should
start behind center for the Rebels.
Plumlee’s performance in most of
the Alabama game added fuel to
the fire.
It’s honestly the only thing
anyone is paying attention to with
this squad, but Ole Miss has put
every quarterback on the roster
in an impenetrable bubble for
weeks. Quarterback interview
requests by the media have been
ignored and the coaching staff has
understandably kept their cards
close to the vest when asked.
“Let me be honest with you. If I
knew exactly today who was going
to start or what we were going to
do, why the heck would I tell you...”
Rodriguez said in a Monday press
conference. “There’s absolutely
zero chance of me telling you
anything about the quarterback
situation until post game Saturday.
“There’s no benefit (in telling
you) other than you get to write
about it,” he said.
Well, we’ll do it anyway, coach.
Here are three things to watch in
the Rebels’ homecoming game on
Saturday.
Who starts at quarterback
and, more importantly, who

plays more effectively?
We could fill up every sports
page discussing this. Matt Luke
told the media on Wednesday that
Matt Corral practiced and split first
team reps with John Rhys Plumlee
and Grant Tisdale and that’s all we
know for sure.
“I think we’re fortunate that
we’ve got good players there. We
don’t know who’s going to start yet,
but they all got reps today,” Luke
said on Wednesday.
No matter who starts on
Saturday, Matt Luke and Rich
Rodriguez have to find the best
freshman for the job as the Rebels
move into the most important
game of the 2019 season. Luke
said if Corral is healthy, we’ll see
both quarterbacks, but you have
to assume if Corral is healthy he’ll
start with Plumlee coming in select
running situations.
It’s also important to remember
Corral hasn’t had any real contact
since the injury.
How can the Landsharks
stop Ke’Shawn Vaughn?
The Commodores’ feature
tailback has racked up 398 rushing
yards in four games. Georgia and
Purdue were able to limit Vaughn,
but the back exploded in the last
two games with 130 yards against
LSU and 138 yards against NIU.
“First of all, their running back

is excellent,” defensive coordinator
Mike MacIntrye said. “He’s able to
park through there, he’s powerful,
he’s strong. He can take it to the
house from (a) distance. He’s an
excellent running back, so we’re
going to try to stop the run. But
they’re going to try to throw the
ball on us. Wouldn’t you?”
Perfect transition!
Can the secondary guard the
pass effectively?
It’s been tough for the defensive
backfield in the past month. If you
need any proof, check the box
score from the Alabama game and
you’ll see what an easy 274 yards
receiving looks like. DeVonta Smith
glided through the secondary for
five touchdowns last week.
If you’d like more examples,
look at the tape of Chase Garbers
before the Ole Miss game then see
what he did the Rebels.
The Commodores have
two legitimate targets in Kalija
Lipscomb and tight end Jared
Pinkney.
“We’ve got to be able to get
better in our passing game, but if
we go just focus on the passing and
negate the run, (Vaughn) can come
up 250 yards he’s that good of a
runner,” MacIntyre said. “So we’ve
got to fix those different issues and
be able to still stop him there’s no
doubt about it.”

34192
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King
The first ever homecoming
king made Oxford his home.
He’s working to make it feel
like home for others.
DANIEL PAYNE

thedmnews@gmail.com

Carl Tart, Ole Miss’ first ever
homecoming king, visited every
other university on his list before
coming to Oxford as he was
preparing to come to college. He
thought he wouldn’t enroll here.
It was the backup plan.
“As soon as I stepped foot on
campus, I was like, ‘this is it,’” he
said.
Now, the Yazoo City native is
working to make it feel like home
for everyone else.
“Not many people from my
hometown go to college, and not
many people understand this
world,” he said. “And so not even
just serving this position for Ole
Miss but for serving this position for young black males, one
from Yazoo City has been, I think,
impactful as well, to show them
that they’re able to use the good
that they have to make change in
their lives and to make change on
campus or anywhere they decided
to go.”
Tart, an allied health studies major, came to the university
without knowing all of the challenges he would face: having to
work to pay for his education,
facing mental health challenges
and overcoming the racism that
was ever present — in his history
and on campus.
History, especially familial
history, has shaped Tart into who
he is. It’s evident from the tattoo
on his arm of his grandmother’s
signature and a rose, her favorite
flower.
“She really instilled in all (13
of her grandchildren) the knowledge that we needed in order to
be successful,” he said. “She made
sure that we knew how much
love and family and support was
needed, and how much like she
wanted us to keep that going, even
after she passed.”
Tart’s grandmother died
from Alzheimer’s in May, but his
memory of her still guides him.
“She always talked about the
moment like, ‘If I die, y’all got to
keep it together,’” he said. “We
were like, ‘Grandma, you’re not
going nowhere.’”
When she died, Tart got a
tattoo to remind himself of her
legacy and his place in continuing it.

some type of joy or love or appreciation from me. That’s just like
my main goal.”
Moving to Oxford gave Tart a
new perspectives on his identity,
helping him understand what
his grandmother meant when
she told him to “not be a walking
statistic.”
“I honestly did not know what
it was and what it meant to be
black until I got to Ole Miss,” he
said. “Like, what people mean by
you have to sometimes present
yourself with different way or you
have to make sure you’re enunciating every word and making sure
that the way you participate in
certain events. You have to make
sure that you’re not overdoing it
or underdoing it.”
Tart’s grandmother was
always a caretaker, so caring for
- Carl Tart others was one of the main things
Homecoming King she taught him and her 12 other
grandchildren.
“She was a primary caretaker
“My grandmother always for a lady named Miss Ramsey in
told me and my brothers to Yazoo City,” Tart said.
Ramsey lived in Yazoo City
never be a walking statistic,” Tart
said. “When she was a child, she without other family members
witnessed her father be killed over nearby.
“My grandmother lived with
racial tension.”
It was his grandmother, with her every day, for like, eight or
history in mind, who encouraged nine years, until one of the chilTart to focus on positivity and dren came back home,” he said.
“Once my grandmother left, Miss
kindness, for others and himself.
“She saw that I was a huge Ramsey was like, ‘You know, I’ve
black male, and she always — and never been in your house. Where
I, personally — didn’t want people do you stay?’My grandmother was
to be scared of me, as well. And so like, ‘Well we stay in the projects.
that’s why I kind of just spread So she was like, ‘You’re not gonna
positivity all the time, and spread stay in the projects, and this family
love. Because I know that when gave my grandmother a house.’ So
you look at me, you don’t auto- that was a really big thing for our
matically see that. And so I want family. And that house is in our
to make sure that once you’re family. We currently rent it out
around me or you have any type right now.”
Tart has taken on the role of
of impression of me, that you feel
caretaker, even as a leader. His
initiative as homecoming king is
to take the initiatives from all of
the candidates and implement
parts from each. The plan falls
under the acronym HOME, which
stands for happiness, opportunity,
maturity and experience.
Tart took those principles to
create a program to help students
from his high school pass the state
exams required to graduate. The
program encourages students
who pass the test to help those
who do not.
He has also had to learn to
help himself in order to help
“She realized that she was
losing her ability to write, so she
kept a journal,” he said. “She
would just practice her name
over and over again, just in case
she had to write. So I just took
one of the transcriptions that she
wrote and just copied it over to the
tattoo.”
Tart lived with his grandmother and mother in Yazoo
City, where he went through an
almost-entirely segregated school
system.
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“I honestly did not
know what it was and
what it meant to be
black until I got to
Ole Miss.”

others.
“My grandma always said the
phrase, ‘don’t grow up too fast,’”
Tart said. “In a sense, I’ve had
to grow up a little faster than I
wanted just simply because I am
a working student and my family
can’t afford to help pay bills and
stuff while I’m here.”
Tart has worked to support
himself since the first weeks of
college, prepping food for restaurants and answering phones at
front desks, tutoring elementary
school students and planning
student activity affairs events. He
now works as a manager at the
new student union and director
of SAA, where he brings students
together — whether under a roof
or at an event.
“At times it’s been a real struggle,” he said. “But I always kept
by what (my grandmother) said
and the lesson she taught me in
the back and kept fighting, kept
pushing.”
Support from the FASTrack
program allowed Tart to afford
a tutor, which allowed him to

focus his time studying instead
of stressing. He also emphasized
the support he got from those
who lived in Burns Hall with him
during freshman year and the
brothers of his fraternity, Phi Beta
Sigma.
Tart also found the support
from loved ones and university
mental health programs after
being diagnosed with mild bipolar disorder.
Tart reflects the part of the
university that is often forgotten,
especially in elections that are
about personifying the student
body. Tart has learned a lot:
from his grandmother, from his
students, from life experience. As
homecoming king, he is teaching
the university, which has actively
held previous generations of his
family back, how to do better, how
to be a caretaker, how to be hopeful.
Tart has another tattoo on
his right arm — of a proverb. In
Arabic, it says: “What is coming is
better than what has gone.”
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Queen
As a first generation college student,
Homecoming Queen Ciara Knapp plans
to leave Ole Miss better than she found it.
ELIZA NOE

thedmnews@gmail.com

Rewarding. Overwhelming.
Joyful.
That’s how Homecoming Queen Ciara Knapp has
described her time wearing the
crown. Being the daughter of a
formal wear store owner and a
store director for Meijer, she’s
soft-spoken, but poised and
fearless when talking about her
experience as a first generation
college student.
“There’s still some things
I struggle with. I have many
questions like, ‘How does this
work? Or when do I do this?’ My
parents are just like me — they
don’t know. So it can get so frustrating. Sometimes I definitely
have to reach out and find people
at the school to do that.”
As an ambassador and
former orientation leader,
Knapp knows the importance
of visiting colleges, something
that was crucial to her own
decision-making process when
choosing Ole Miss.
“So I had a few schools
narrowed down, and Ole Miss
was the first school I visited. Ever
since I stepped foot, I was just
sold,” she said. “I just I loved the
town. I thought it was adorable.
I really liked the personal tours
they gave compared to other
schools. Everyone was really
welcoming and really wanting
to work with me to try to get as
much scholarship as I could.
And just felt like they really cared
about me as a student and not a
number. And I liked that. And I
still feel that today.”
Despite the feelings of home
she gets from the university,
Knapp smiles when talking

“The fact that
openness is so
welcoming to
everyone, and that
is what I hope I carry
on homecoming to
everyone who comes to
campus.”

- Ciara Knapp
Homecoming Queen

about the Midwest and her
hometown of Springfield, Illinois. Laughing, she describes
the city’s many tributes to President Abraham Lincoln, who
shares her hometown.
“He’s featured in everything
we do,” she joked.
In addition to a former
commander-in-chief, the city
has a history of another legacy:
show choir national champions.
She won her own title in high
school, when she performed at
the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville
twice.
Her most memorable performance happened during her
junior year, where the group
took home the grand title. The
ballad, a slow Broadway piece,
sticks out in her mind.
“(My favorite song to perform)
was called ‘Always Starting Over’
from the musical ‘If/Then,’” she
said. “And it just meant a lot to
my group. That was the song we
actually won with that year at
nationals, and it has a lot of good
metaphors and just meaning to
life and how you’re always starting
over, but that doesn’t mean that
what was put in the past is gone.
You should focus on the present.”
There’s a lot to focus on in

Knapp’s present. When she’s not
strumming on her guitar to relax,
she spends 12-13 hours on campus
a day, sharing time between her
extracurriculars, hanging out at
the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
house and studying at the library.
The day before the interview for
this article, she had received her
first optometry school acceptance
to the University of Alabama at
Birmingham, and she plans on
interviewing at several other
schools in the coming weeks.
As a self-proclaimed “scienceminded” biology major, she plans
on studying optometry after
almost losing her sight to an infection that scarred her eye.
Should i add something here
idk yet
Her campaign trail for queen
began in the spring after friends
encouraged her to begin the
process, and she credits her
success to them. Her biggest
supporter? Her friend, Anna Hall.
Hall, a junior public policy and
journalism major, said that during
the campaign, it was amazing to
watch her friend make connections with all kinds of members
of the student body.
“She’s just such a genuine
person, and I think that she like
truly cares about everyone. And
I think that a lot of people got
to see that. I think that’s what
really set the tone throughout the
whole campaign period was just
her being around and being her
usual self and having those faceto-face interactions with people
and connecting with them.”
helpHall, who served on
Ciara’s campaign team, said she
admires how Ciara’s something lol
“She has such a special story.
I mean, she came here and she
didn’t know anyone. She came
to this new place and really made
it her own. It’s something that’s
really inspired me. To see her get
involved with this campus and
just be a wonderful representation of everything that Ole Miss
can be for new students and all
the opportunities it has and that
it offers to you. I think that she’s
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just a really beautiful representation of what a difference (you) can
make on this campus in your four
years.”
Election day was stressful for Hall, especially after the
announcement of record-turnout for voters. Unlike her friend,
Knapp followed through her
Tuesday as she would during
any other week. After buying 15
chicken biscuits for her campaign
team, she hiked to Business Row
for one final push before the 7 p.m.
deadline, serene and content with
whatever was to come later that
night.
“I was just very at ease. I was
really surprised with how relaxed
I was,” she said. “I kind of just kept
telling myself, ‘All right, here’s a
little post on Facebook for tomor-

row for when I don’t win, you
know, make a congratulatory post
for like the winner,’ and what I am
sorry, game ready
Donned in all white, Knapp
will represent the student body
that voted for her.
“The thing I love most about
Ole Miss is that I am a first generation college student from Illinois
and knowing that it was a huge
football school with lots of spirit,
legacy and tradition,” she said.
“And what I love is that I felt like,
‘I know I’m here to leave my own
mark in many ways.’ I’m so happy
to have all students, in-state or
out-of-state, matter. The fact
that openness is so welcoming to
everyone, and that is what I hope I
carry on homecoming to everyone
who comes to campus.”
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Mr. Ole Miss
No stranger to halftime in Vaught-Hemingway,
please welcome Mr. Ole Miss.

GRIFFIN NEAL

thedmnews@gmail.com

On Wednesday night,
Stefano Subauste stepped up to
the line of scrimmage with one
goal in mind: find the endzone.
It was the first night of intramural practice for the Ole Miss
Special Olympics team and
Subauste, with long, brown hair
tucked behind his ears, wouldn’t
be stopped from scoring. He
caught a screen pass, zig-zagged
past two defenders and found
30 yards of green space ahead of
him. Touchdown.
The 50 or so people gathered around the field erupted in
celebration. Subauste, who calls
himself an unofficial member of
the football team’s nWo, chestbumped the nearest teammate
he could find.
“WooPow!” he exclaimed.
On Saturday night, Subauste
will again have a field of green
grass all to himself; except this
time, he won’t be looking for the
endzone. In front of 60,000 fans,
he’ll be coronated as the university’s Mr. Ole Miss, the highest
title campus bestows on a male
student.
Hollingsworth Field during
halftime is not an unfamiliar
territory for Subauste. Seven
times a year, he and the rest
of the Pride of the South band
command the 120 yards of field
for their halftime performance.
Since he’s being honored, he
can’t play with the band. So
they’re honoring him — their
most famous member and a
mini-celebrity on campus.
The band will play an
arrangement of his favorite song,
“Hey Jude” by The Beatles, and
after being recognized for as Mr.
Ole Miss, Subauste will lead the
band in doing so.
When Subauste arrived at
The Daily Mississippian offices

for interviews and portrait
photos, members of the staff
wanted to test his knowledge in
person.
Someone asked, “What was
the score of the Ole Miss/Jacksonville State game in 2011?”
He responded: “Wrong
answer, that was 2010. Jacksonville State 49, Ole Miss 48 in
double overtime.”
By this time, a small crowd of
staffers had gathered around to
witness Subauste’s mind-blowing cognitive recall. Staff started

“I wanted to make
a difference on this
campus with the
students’ best interests
at heart, and I believe
in the inclusion of
everybody on campus.”
- Stefano Subauste
Mr. Ole Miss

to hurl non-Ole Miss football
questions, and without hesitation, he produced exact scores.
Bo Cotten, a fellow trombone player and close friend of
Subauste, confirmed that his
ability to recall Ole Miss football
scores is limitless.
“I’ve never met anyone who
knows more about Ole Miss
sports (until I met him),” he said.
Cotten was one of Subauste’s
friends who encouraged him to
run for Mr. Ole Miss.
“He really likes to get to know
people, and that’s actually how
the campaign thing got started,”
Cotten said. “He was always in
the middle of the crowd, and he’d
always have five or six stickers
on. He told me over the summer,
‘I hope one of my friends runs so

I can get a chance to campaign
and get to know people.’ So that’s
when we told him, ‘you need to
run.’”
So he did.
Subauste is a fixture of
campaign season at Ole Miss.
For two weeks in the fall and
spring each year, his presence
on both Business Row and
outside of the Lyceum for results
announcements is unmistakable. For most, campaign season
is a period where students avoid
Business Row like the plague,
afraid of being approached with
a sticker and a reminder to vote.
However, for Subauste, it’s like
Christmas.
“Campaigns are opportunities to get to really know people,”
Subauste said. In 2017, Subauste
approached Scout Treadwell, an
Ole Miss senior who, at the time,
was campaigning for sophomore
maid. He asked Treadwell if he
could help her campaign. With
Subauste’s support, Treadwell
won her election, and the pair
became close friends. They have
a weekly lunch date at Raising Canes in The Pavilion that
they’ve only infrequently missed
for over two years now.
If you’re a friend of Stefano’s, it’s likely you’ve received
one of his patented back-breaking, yet comforting, hugs. Everyone interviewed for this story
mentioned Stefano’s hugs.
“Everyone shows their appreciation for people in different
ways. The physical act of giving
a hug is really kind of comforting,” Treadwell said. “You’re
supposed to have 20 positive
touches a day, but I think that
if you get one hug from Stefano,
your positive touches are good
for the day, that counts as all of
them.”
If Subauste could trade
places with anyone for a day,
it’d be Josh Nichols from the

television show Drake and
Josh. “He’s very smart, very
sane, usually has a good moral
compass, very funny — and he
likes to hug,” Subauste said.
The last descriptor is the most
important.
“Hugging makes you feel
great, makes you feel comfortable and just makes you feel
loved and draws you closer to
people,” he said.
Irrespective of who you are,
a hug is in store from Subauste,
and it’s emblematic of his platform. Subauste campaigned on
the idea of inclusion.
“I wanted to make a difference on this campus with the
students’ best interests at heart,
and I believe in the inclusion of
everybody on campus,” he said.
“It means we should be including everyone regardless of race,
gender, religion or sexual orientation.”
His campaign partnered with
Oxford United Way and is hosting a pep rally the Friday before
the Ole Miss/LSU football game
in November to raise money for
their cause.
Running for a campus-wide
position is a formidable task.
For two weeks straight, you’re
in the public sphere; free time is
spent on Business Row, speak-

ing to various campus groups
and handing out stickers. It’s an
even more daunting task when
the candidate is non-Greek,
because Greek organizations
can financially support their
preferred candidate and have
large networks of members to
use as campaign volunteers.
Subauste is non-Greek. He
crowd-funded his campaign
and built a grassroots network of
campaign volunteers to hand out
stickers and campaign in front of
his sign. Six people ran for Mr.
Ole Miss, and four of them were
members of Greek organizations.
Subauste defeated the field,
receiving over 58% of the 5862
votes cast in the runoff election.
He is the first non-Greek candidate to be elected as Mr. Ole Miss
since the position was re-named
from Colonel Reb in 2012.
“I wanted to inspire everybody that you don’t have to
be a Greek student to win Mr.
Ole Miss — just be yourself,”
Subauste said.
Stefano will take the field at
halftime this Saturday during
the Ole Miss vs. Vanderbilt game
that is set to start at 6:30 p.m.
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Miss Ole Miss
Meet the university’s Miss Ole Miss and a
ray of sunshine: Cecilia Trotter.
MADDY QUON

thedmnews@gmail.com

Sitting down outside in 95
degree heat would be an issue
for most people, but not for
Cecilia Trotter.
Trotter said that she enjoys
the warm weather, despite it
being the beginning of October; summer is her favorite
season.
“You can be outside and it’s
bright,” Trotter said. “I feel
like it’s the happiest season.”
Trotter is to be crowned
this year’s Miss Ole Miss on
Saturday night at the homecoming game. She said that
she never thought she would
win, or even run for Miss
Ole Miss. She said that after
talking with some friends
about it, she decided to run.
“I kind of talked it over
with a friend, and we just
talked about what we loved
about Ole Miss and how we
could share that with other
people. And then we were like,
‘Let’s do it, whether people
like it or not, because if people
buy into it, it’ll impact somebody,’” Trotter said. “We had
so much fun. I’m so glad I did
it.”

Trotter’s platform for her
Miss Ole Miss campaign was
called Rebel Heart, meaning
that no matter where someone
is from or what they’re doing
on campus, their actions are
helping build the character of Ole Miss. She said that
she wanted to celebrate and
empower the student body.
“Whatever you’re doing
matters right now, not only to
yourself, but to the university
and for the next steps that our
future students are going to
take,” Trotter said. “All of our
actions, whether it’s studying
all the time for a really hard
test or working off-campus to
make sure that you can graduate or being super involved
on campus, that all matters
because it’s something that’s
going to be able to pave the
way for our next students.”
Trotter said that deciding
to attend Ole Miss was not
a difficult decision to make,
despite the fact that her
family was divided: both of
her grandfathers went to Ole
Miss, but her brother went to
Mississippi State.
“Once I narrowed down
that I’m from Mississippi and
I wanted to stay here, I actu-

ally took a tour of
both Ole Miss and
Mississippi State,”
Trotter said. “I went
to Ole Miss first and
absolutely fell in love
with it. And then
I went to Mississippi State and left
by lunch on their
preview day because
I just knew I felt at
home (at Ole Miss).”
Sophomore Ella
Endorf, a public
policy leadership
major, said that
Trotter was one of
the first people she
met on campus and
immediately made
her feel welcome.
“She encouraged me to get
outside of my comfort zone
and take risks. She encouraged me to apply for the first
year experience programs
through ASB and was later one
of the directors of programming for it,” Endorf said.
“Her encouragement helped
me meet people and make
connections on campus.”
Junior Cade Slaughter,
a public policy leadership
major, agrees with Endorf’s
claim that Trotter is very
welcoming. He said that she
was super encouraging of him
when he decided to apply to
become an orientation leader,
and she is one of the reasons
he applied.
“She let me sit in on her
last orientation small group
during a transfer orientation session, and I remember how intentional she was
with me, an incoming orientation leader, and each transfer
student in the room,” Slaughter said. “I will always remember that.”

Junior Catherine Day,
a communication sciences
and disorders major, grew
up swimming with Trotter.
Their moms were childhood
best friends, according to Day.
Day said that when she
first went to tour Ole Miss in
high school, Trotter helped
give her a tour and make
the university feel like home
before she even became a
student. She said that Trotter
introduced her to several of
her best friends.
“She motivated me to get
involved in the things that I
am interested in and pushed
me to be the best version of
myself,” Day said.
Endorf said that if she
could describe Trotter in two
words, it would be “endlessly
optimistic.”
“She finds the positives in
every situation and brightens up every room she’s in,”
Endorf said.
Trotter said that Ole Miss
has impacted her in huge
ways, and makes her feel like
she’s at home.
“(Ole Miss) gave me so
many opportunities that I

didn’t expect,” Trotter said. “I
have failed here, I’ve learned
here, I have celebrated here.”
Trotter said that one of her
favorite parts about being at
Ole Miss is how there are so
many opportunities to meet
new people and learn more
about others’ experiences.
“I feel like we have such
unique and great students
that all can excel in the things
that they love, but also see
each other outside of the
classroom and be best friends
with a completely different
interest,” Trotter said.
Trotter said that Ole Miss
gives a completely different
college experience from other
Mississippi schools.
“I’ve met people from all
over, from different states —
not just from Mississippi. So
it gave me the opportunity to
be in my home state but also
grow outside of it a lot more,”
Trotter said. “It just shows me
so many places where not only
our state and our school can
go, but where our students
can go no matter where you’re
from.”

“Whatever you’re doing matters right now,
not only to yourself, but to the university and
for the next steps that our future students are
going to take.”

- Cecilia Trotter
Miss Ole Miss
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OPINION
I was Miss Ole Miss. Then I wasn’t.
TARAN CARRASCO

thedmopinion@gmail.com

I am the candidate who was
disqualified from the Miss Ole Miss
runoff election. After three grueling
hours of hearings, I walked out of
the Lyceum confused, frustrated
and sad. My disqualification was
not the result of any individual.
Rather, it was caused by a flawed
system. The individuals bound to
uphold our Associated Student
Body Code and Constitution have
admitted that the code is vague in
areas and should be revised, and I
write this not out of spite or anger,
but in the hope that it will produce
change.
An example of the ambiguity of
the code is Title V.d, Section 119(I):

“No candidate may be disqualified
unless the violations are found to
be flagrant and intentional.” This
was the piece of the code I referred
to in my hearings because in my
opinion, my violation was neither
intentional, nor flagrant. I am
unsure how ASB defines flagrant,
but based off of past rulings, I feel
that the definition is not always
applied evenly.
I expect ASB to interpret the
code as written, but I expect ASB
to hold all candidates to the same
standard. Last spring, a candidate
was found to be in violation of the
same regulation that I was, ASB
Code: Title V.c, Section 113(Z),
which states: “Any attempt by a
candidate, campaign representative, or organization to coerce,
bribe...or force a person to vote...
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shall result in the candidate’s
immediate disqualification.” In this
case, a member of that candidate’s
campaign (a campaign representative) was coercing others to vote on
the representative’s computer. The
candidate and I were both unaware
of our violations, but that candidate
was not disqualified.
During this year’s personality
elections, a candidate turned in
their expense voucher late due to a
misunderstanding between them
and their campaign manager. ASB
Code: Title V.c, Section 116(E)
states that failure to submit a
voucher “on the prescribed date
and time shall result in disqualification” unless “determined
to have been excusable due to
unforeseeable and extremely
mitigating circumstances.” While
I understand that communicable
misunderstandings can occur, I do
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Taran Carrasco won the
majority of votes for the 20192020 Miss Ole Miss election but
was disqualified for bribery that
she did not know about, according
to the ASB judicial chair.
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ERB and the Judicial Council
both made decisions that they felt
upheld the ASB Code and Constitution. My issues lie in the fact that
the code is vague in many areas, it
has not been enforced fairly for all
candidates and the confidentiality
of proceedings has been breached
by the same people enforcing these
regulations. I encourage our ASB
to spend time this year improving
our code to clarify broad regulations and definitions so that every
candidate is held to the same standard in the future.
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not believe that this constitutes an
“unforeseeable and extremely mitigating circumstance.” This candidate was also permitted to pay a
fine instead of face disqualification.
ASB should also take the confidentiality of these proceedings as
seriously as they take the code.
I know the information of the
two candidates aforementioned
because member(s) of the Election Review Board (ERB) told me.
Additionally, confidential information from my own hearing was told
to non-ASB members that same
night by a member(s) of the ERB.
I have no issue with our students
knowing the truth, but if I am told
that hearings will be confidential, I
expect that to be upheld.
I have a great respect for the
people who did their jobs on Sept.
19, and I feel no anger toward any
other candidates. I know that the
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OPINION
You really shouldn’t defend ICE
CAM CALISCH

thedmopinion@gmail.com

On Sunday, Sept. 29, The
Daily Mississippian published an
opinion column by Lauren Moses
titled, “ICE raids are a legitimate
solution to illegal immigration.”
This column, which necessitates
a view of immigrants as the other,
is not only ill-situated in a historical context, but also contributes to
the already constant marginalization of those living in the country
illegally. This type of rhetoric puts
people in danger.
Immigration is something
that humans have always done.
It is, however, rarely done for no
reason. The next time you see a
“Made in Mexico” sticker, think

about the labor that went into
producing that item, what type of
compensation that laborer was
given and who is in control of
deciding their compensation. Ask
questions. Why is there an influx
of Central Americans coming to
the United States at the same
time? What has been the role of
the United States in creating and
maintaining this situation?
In the days immediately
following the ICE raids, immigrant communities started
organizing themselves. Incredible organizers and community
leaders from across the Southeast bound together to share
resources, provide legal counsel
and build a more just society.
During those days, I had the
opportunity to listen to an indig-

enous Guatemalan woman speak
about the similarities between
colonial violence and ICE raids:
A person with weapons comes to
the place you live. The colonizer
or ICE agent makes demands and
threatens your way of life if you do
not comply. Importantly, in their
times, both are considered lawful
by the people in power. Not only
must we acknowledge that laws
are not usually made in the interest of all people, we must also take
responsibility to fight for a world
in which they are.
In our global economy, almost
everything is interconnected. We
are global citizens whose actions
have an effect all over the world.
We wear clothes, eat food and
use things that were created in
various countries. As global citi-

zens, we have a moral imperative
to think critically, speak intentionally and act justly in favor of
all human beings and the Earth.
Indigenous communities have
been leading the way in doing this
for centuries.
Thinking critically, in these
times, is a form of resistance. We
live in a country that is continuing
its legacy of acting violently in the
name of promoting “lawfulness.”
ICE raids, which are physically,
emotionally and economically
violent are not a standard of true
justice for anyone. Calling these
raids “a necessary process” is
violent in and of itself. However,
we do have agency to change our
speech, to change our actions and
to change this reality.
Each of us is endowed with

power to shape the world we live
in, and no historical “moment”
is only a moment. Histories
are reflections of the ways that
people throughout time chose
to use their power. Some, like
civil rights organizers, used their
collective power to be a force for
more justice and equity. Others,
like the white people who resisted
the integration of the Little Rock
Nine, used their collective power
to perpetuate injustice and
violence. When you resist justice
and equity for people who entered
the country illegally, which side
of history do you really think you
are on?
Cam Calisch is a senior
anthropology major from
Pensacola, Florida.
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Bullshit, continued from page one
values. That is a farce. When
a small group of individuals —
appointed by a single governor
— chooses for a large community of people, it is nothing
other than undemocratic.
This is especially true when
the choice for a new chancellor was directly involved in the
quasi-search process.
Four years ago, Jeffrey
Vitter visited campus before
the decision was announced
the same day that he would
be the next chancellor. There

was doubt that the visit had
any meaningful impact on the
decision, but at least the IHL
pretended that student, faculty
and staff thoughts and experiences mattered.
One man, Gov. Phil Bryant,
chose all 12 trustees for the
IHL. The 12 control a university with over 23,000 members.
The IHL Board of Trustees has long had outsized
control of the university. It
controls major spending decisions, tenure approvals, tuition

increases. When the students
and faculty wanted to take
down the state flag and take
down Ed Meek’s name from the
journalism school, both had to
first be approved by the IHL.
If the board that makes
monumental decisions for the
university no longer considers
suggestions from the community, it is authoritarian.
This false sense of transparency is destroying all
trust in the system and those
who control it. Taxpayers

and alumni are left out of the
picture, too. There are no
checks and balances.
The university is in a precarious situation. Falling enrollment (though that information
has also been withheld so far
this year), a brand damaged by
repeated failure to do the right
thing and bungled public relations strategies should make it
clear: the current system isn’t
working.

Choosing Tony the
Landshark as a mascot
was a more legitimate
process than the IHL’s
chancellor search; at
least students had a
say in choosing him.
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Welcome Home Phi Mu Pledge Class ‘19!

Alysia Alba
Angela Alexander
Katherine Alexander
Abigail Allen
Mia Anseman
Jaden Autey
McKinley Baker
Victoria Barber
Peyton Barnes
Adison Bell
Rachel Berry
Jacqueline Blakesley
Ann Clair Blalock
Alyssa Blassingame
Kaleigh Breisch
Emily Brouillette
Ansley Brown
Kathryn Brumit
Morgan Bull
Alexandra Bush
Jaye Campbell
Moira Carney
Avery Carr
Abbey Casey
Hope Comstock

Millie Conn
Erica Cordeiro
Courtney Cordell
Lauren Cowart
Abbigail Crawford
Blakely Culp
Samantha Dakauskas
Rebecca Davis
Madison De Gruiter
Madison Demus
Madison Devoss
Mallory Etter
Kamryn Eversole
Sydney Farrell
Emily Fiedler
Paige Flatau
Darbie Fowler
Megan Fralix
Olivia Fuller
Emma Germano
Sofia Gibson
Isabella Girard
Alexandria Gonazaba
Carlie Graham
Adeline Green
Allison Guest

Katelyn Haberstroh
Keely Hall
Chelsea Hates
Addison Hawkins
Eleanor Haydon
Ansley Hayes
Faith Hayno
Taylor Henley
Bridget Hoffmann
Grace Holley
Aubrey Hollingsworth
Hope Holloway
Ella Hoover
Sumner Huerkamp
Celia Hunt
Allie Hunter
Isabella Idris
Jewel King
Hailey Layne
Madeline Lee
Alexandra Lewis
Josie Long
Reese Lowery
Channing Martin
Jacqueline Matherne

Miriam McCafferty
Shelby McCraw
Paige McKinney
Teagan McKitrick
Morgan McMenamy
Emma McNabb
Carrie McPherson
Bailey Mercer
Erin Morgan
Allie Moore
Holland Morris
Brooke Murrell
Francesca Myerski
Alexanaka Nabors
Savannah Nagle
Emeri Nosal
Emelia O’neill
Emily Pemberton
Lauren Pepping
Katelyn Peterson
Mattie Pintard
Ellen Popple
Emily Prater
Madeline Price
Olivia Price
Presley Rice

Laney Rikard
Olivia Rychlak
Molly Scott
Gwyneth Segroves
Natalie Shafer
Meredith Sides
Susan Soh
Ashley Sproles
Emily Swart
Alexa Tamburlin
Maria Ulbert
Abigail Vandiver
Jordyn Wagner
Kara Wagoner
Martina Walling
Hannah Watts
Gracen Wescott
Rosemary White
Lauren Whitmore
Christian Wigley
Brittany Williams
Hope Williams
Bennett Wilson
Cydney Wilson
Lauren Young
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